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Product Name: Jabra Evolve2 85 Link380a MS Stereo Black Headset (28599-999-999)

Manufacturer: Jabra

Model Number: 28599-999-999

Jabra Evolve2 85 Link380a MS Stereo Black Headset (28599-999-999)
The Jabra Evolve2 85 Link380a MS Stereo is a professional wireless headset engineered to keep
you focused. It features exceptional audio with digital hybrid Active Noise Cancellation, superior
all-day comfort and get up to 37 hours of use between charges.
Jabra Evolve2 85 Link380a MS Stereo Key Features

ï¿½ 10-microphone technology
ï¿½ Digital hybrid Active Noise Cancellation
ï¿½ Busylight visible from all angles
ï¿½ Up to 37 hours battery life

Better noise cancellation, impenetrable concentration zoneThe most immersive experience yet,
with powerful digital hybrid Active Noise Cancellation (ANC), and incredible noise isolation
&ndash; cancels 54% more of the noise around you.Guard your concentration zone with an
enhanced busylightNew and improved busylight is more visible than ever, allowing you to be seen
from every angle, for even fewer interruptions. So you can work in peace.Be heard and
understood, wherever you areWe&rsquo;ve built 10 microphones and an enhanced digital chipset
that&rsquo;s three times more powerful into the Evolve2 85 for 97% less background conversation
noise on your calls. So, you&rsquo;ll always be heard in the open office or on the go, regardless
of what&rsquo;s going on around you.UC-certified means UC-satisfiedWhen collaboration is easy,
everyone is happy, with both their UC platform and their headset. Evolve2 85 is UC-certified and
available in a Microsoft Teams-certified variant, for truly seamless communication.Bigger
speakers, better chipset, brilliant audioNever miss a thing, thanks to powerful leak-tolerant 40mm
speakers and our most advanced digital chipset ever. And with the latest AAC codec, you get
high-definition audio, for richer sound.Work wirelessly all weekGet up to 37 hours of use between
charges, even when connected to two devices, while a handy optional charging stand acts as
back-up, just in case.Designed for comfort, built to lastEnjoy all-day comfort, with soft memory
foam and an ergonomic over-ear design created from hundreds of head scans and built with
durable, premium materials.Future-proof tech that gets better with ageUpgradeable platform that
will add even more value to your investment with future firmware upgrades through Jabra Xpress.
Jabra Evolve2 85 Link380a MS Stereo - Technical Specifications
Connectivity

ï¿½ Computer: Jabra Link 380 Bluetooth&reg; adapter with USB-A or USB-C variant. Up to
30m/100ft wireless range to your computer, with significantly enhanced coverage and fewer
dropouts 
ï¿½ Dual Bluetooth connectivity: Connect two Bluetooth enabled devices at the same time,
including mobile device and computer 
ï¿½ Certifications: Certified for Microsoft Teams
ï¿½ Multiple device pairing: Pair up to 8 devices

Audio

ï¿½ Microphone: 10-microphone technology for significantly enhanced call experience 
ï¿½ Active Noise Cancellation (ANC): 4 Microphone Digital hybrid Active Noise Cancellation
(ANC) for even deeper concentration 
ï¿½ Noise-isolating design: Instant noise isolation for improved focus in noisy surroundings 
ï¿½ Software integration: Additional features available via Jabra Sound+ app, Jabra Xpress and
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Jabra Direct 
ï¿½ Voice Assistant access: Quickly access your voice assistant with just the touch of a button 
ï¿½ Speakers: Powerful 40mm speakers and AAC codec deliver richer sound for a more
immersive audio experience
ï¿½ Speaker size: 40mm &Oslash; 
ï¿½ Speaker sensitivity: 117dB @1mW-1kHz 
ï¿½ Speaker max input power: 50 mW 
ï¿½ Speaker frequency range: 20Hz-20.000Hz 
ï¿½ Speaker bandwidth - Music mode: 20Hz-20.000Hz 
ï¿½ Speaker bandwidth Speak mode: 100Hz-8.000Hz 
ï¿½ Microphone type: 4 Analog MEMS / 6 Digital MEMS 
ï¿½ Microphone sensitivity: -35 dBv/Pa (analog microphone)/-26 dBFS/Pa (digital microphone) 
ï¿½ Microphone frequency range: 5-20.000Hz for analog microphone/100Hz - 8000Hz for digital
microphone 
ï¿½ Audio codecs supported: SBC, AAC 
ï¿½ User hearing protection: Jabra SafeToneTM 
ï¿½ Certifications: Leading UC vendors; meets Microsoft Teams Open Office requirements**
(**Microsoft Teams variant only)

Ease of use

ï¿½ Rechargable battery: Up to 37 hours battery life 
ï¿½ Busylight: 360&deg; busylight on both earcups is visible from all angles, acting as a
do-not-disturb sign and protecting your focus 
ï¿½ Optional charging stand: Easy charging and docking with the optional charging stand 
ï¿½ Boom arm mute and answer call: Move boom arm up to mute or down to unmute or answer
call 
ï¿½ Discrete hidden boom arm: Hide-away boom arm gives the headset a more discrete look
when on the go 
ï¿½ Smart Sensor: On-ear detection recognizes when the headset is in use, allowing autoplaying
and pausing of audio and answering and muting calls 
ï¿½ Call management: Answer/reject calls; increase/decrease speaker volume; mute

General

ï¿½ Box content: Headset, desk stand (SKU dependent), Jabra Link 380 BT adapter, 1.2m/3.9ft
USB-C to USB-A cable, 3.5mm jack audio cable 1.2m/3.9ft, flight adapter, carry case, warranty
and warning (safety leaflets)
ï¿½ Packaging dimensions:- Non-Bundle SKU: 22.7x18.85x7.3cm/8.94x7.42x2.87in- Bundle
SKU: 22.7x18.85x9.2cm/8.94x7.42x3.62in
ï¿½ Main unit dimension: 198.6x160.0x77.3mm/7.82x6.30x3.05in
ï¿½ Weight incl main wearing style: 286g/10.08oz
ï¿½ Material used: Headband ultra soft foam covered in colour-matched leatherette, ear cushion
soft audio foam covered in colour-matched leatherette
ï¿½ Battery type: Rechargeable lithium ion battery
ï¿½ Warranty: 2 years 
ï¿½ Jabra Direct/Jabra Xpress: Yes 
ï¿½ Jabra Sound+: Yes
ï¿½ LED features and functions: Microsoft Teams notifications, Busylight, incoming call
ï¿½ Headset form factor: Over-the-ear headband
ï¿½ Music time: Up to 37hrs (with ANC off)/Up to 32hrs (with ANC on) 
ï¿½ Talk time: Up to 26hrs (with ANC/busylight off)/Up to 21hrs (with ANC on/busylight on) 
ï¿½ Charging time: Up to 140min 
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ï¿½ Power consumption: 5V/500mA 
ï¿½ Battery status % after 30 min / 60 min: 30% after 30 min and 60% after 60 min
ï¿½ Connection (computer and mobile devices): USB-A/USB-C Bluetooth adapter, 3.5mm jack
(corded), Bluetooth 
ï¿½ Bluetooth&reg; device: Yes 
ï¿½ Bluetooth version: Bluetooth 5.0 
ï¿½ Bluetooth profiles: HSP v1.2 , HFP v1.7, A2DP v1.3, AVRCP v1.6, PBAP v1.1, SPP v1.2 
ï¿½ Operating range: Up to 30m/100ft 
ï¿½ Bluetooth pairing list: Up to 8 devices 
ï¿½ Simultaneous Bluetooth connections: 2
ï¿½ Operating temperature: -10&deg;C to +45&deg;C, 14&deg;F to 113&deg;F
ï¿½ Storage temperature: -5&deg;C to +45&deg;C, 23&deg;F to 113&deg;F

Price: £298.60
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